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Currency War Among Imperialists:

points to global war

‘Beggar thy neighbor’ was a phrase coined during
the Great Depression of the 1930s. Rather than act collectively in face of the world crisis that was then developing, the major powers began to take economic
actions that protected themselves at the expense of
their neighbors. It is now generally agreed these individual actions deepened, rather than averted, the crisis. When the US unilaterally began printing money
again to flood the world with dollars (it was called
QE2) it was not “Beggar thy neighbor.” It was “Beggar the world!”

US Bosses Print Dollars Without Value
The US dollar is the world’s reserve currency. For
the last 40 years, oil has been traded in US dollars on
the world market. This has given the US a huge advantage. All the major industrial powers, the other imperialist nations, have to save dollars so that they can
buy oil. In order to earn interest on those dollar reserves, the major powers have to invest them in the US –
mainly in US Government bonds. All this extra money
has allowed the US to do things other imperialists
couldn’t afford to do, like build a massive military
with which to threaten or coerce others.

It’s like being the banker in a special game of Monopoly, but a banker who can print money whenever
he wants. Don’t you think you would win the game?
Don’t you think the other players would want to
change the rules? In fact, the developing and ongoing
economic crisis has been the period when the attitude
of the world’s imperialists changed.

Rival Imperialists Plan to End
Oil Dealings in Dollars
“THE DEMISE OF THE DOLLAR” was the headline in the October 6, 2009, Independent, a British
mainstream paper. “In the most profound financial
change in recent Middle East history,” the article goes
on, “Gulf Arabs are planning – along with China, Russia, Japan and France – to end dollar dealings in oil.Secret meetings have already been held by finance
ministers and central bank governors in Russia, China,
Japan and Brazil.” The article said that India, too, was
interested and, in May of this year, India began paying
for its Iranian oil in Indian rupees, not US dollars.
This is the general context in which the US launched its QE2, or the printing of $600 billion of fictitious money, money without a base in the productive
activity. Like a bull in a china shop this cashfrom-nowhere crashed around the world – raising food prices here (helping spark the
rebellions in Egypt and Tunisia), straining the
economies of rival imperialists there (like
Brazil) and helping the US to buy its own Government bonds that other imperialists were
no longer interested in buying – at least at the
same rate as previously. It was not from arrogance and power that the US launched this
QE2, but from isolation and desperation.
Which brings us to the crucial month of
June when three watershed events are due to
take place. First, QE2 is due to end. Second,
an expanded Shanghai Cooperation Organiza-

tion (the SCO) is due to meet bringing together Russia,
China, India, Iran, Pakistan and the so called ‘stans’ of
Central Asia in a defense alliance. Third, the International Economic Forum will meet in St. Petersburg,
Russia. At this meeting, Russia and China will probably sign a huge energy agreement. As an article in
the May 10th Asia Times observed, “...when the
world’s fastest-growing major economy and the
world’s biggest energy exporter come to an agreement,
it goes far beyond a matter of bilateral agreement.”
What secret meetings talked about two years ago, now
begin to emerge as public agreements. As the US dollar gets weaker and more isolated, its rivals grow in
organization and trade agreements.

Workers Need Communist Revolution
As the crisis deepens, the rivalry between the imperialists sharpens. As the desperation grows, the military incursions grow more brazen. As the period of
regional wars passes, the prospect of world war
grows. But these developments – of crisis and world
war - open new possibilities: the possibility of workers’ revolutions, of the overthrow of the continual
hell of capitalism. As workers, whose skill and discipline build everything of value in this world, grow
more contemptuous of the capitalist-imperialist
world, their confidence in building a communist alternative can grow.
This is not automatic. We need a revolutionary
communist party to achieve it. But it is historically
accurate. The inter-imperialist World War 1 was
ended with the Bolshevik revolution. World War II
ended with the triumph of the revolution in China.
Both those revolutions eventually turned into their opposites because socialism kept too many aspects of
capitalism. By learning from their mistakes we can
organize the first revolution directly for workers
power, communism.

Dialectical Materialism:

possibility and actuality

Possibility is one of the important categories of dialectical philosophy. It describes events and situations
that might happen or which people might be able to
make happen, that is, to make actual.

Making Things Happen
Some things are possible by themselves, without
human action. It is possible that the earthquake zone
near Japan will produce another tsunami. For the
communist movement, however, we are most concerned with what it is possible for us to make happen to
move toward communism, or what it is possible for
the capitalists to do to their system or to their enemies,
including us.
For some event to be possible, it isn’t enough that
we can imagine it. It isn’t possible for pigs to fly, but
people can image this or write a story about it. For something that doesn’t exist yet to be possible, there
must be some way to get there, some factors that exist
now or will exist that creates that possibility. This
means that possibilities are limited, even though there
is usually more than one at any one time.
Something will be possible at some specific time
only when there is already something in the current
situation that can bring it about. It is possible now for
a basketball player to make 20 free throws in a row
only if he or she has already developed the skills needed to do this. It is possible to double the number of
Red Flags sold at a particular workplace only if there
are enough people who don’t already read it, but who
would be willing to if the sellers can organize the effort to reach them.

Creating Possibilities
There are lots of things that are not possible now,
but we know or expect that they will be in the future.

Some of these possibilities come into existence by
themselves. It isn’t possible for a normal 5-year-old
girl to have a baby, for example, but in the normal
course of events, she will develop that possibility.
Other things become possible when we create the
conditions they need to exist. Distributing Red Flag,
making political friendships, and fighting for communist ideas on the job will open up more possibilities
for the growth of the party, possibilities that don’t
exist yet.
Communist revolution isn’t possible today, and two
kinds of developments are necessary to make it possible. ICWP needs to grow larger and stronger, especially in the industrial working class and in the
military. The capitalist system also needs to grow weaker. This is a development we can see going on in
front of us, as its economic crises, imperial rivalries,
and wars grow more deadly.

Finding Out What is Possible
There are several ways that people can find out
what is possible. It is easy to see that something is
possible if it is already actual, or has been. For example, we know that it is possible for very large numbers

of people to live under very equal conditions, since
this happened during the communist revolution in
China in the 1930s and 1940s.
Other knowledge of what is possible comes from
practical experience. An experienced furniture worker
can look at a fault in a piece of wood and tell whether
it can be fixed with putty or has to be tossed out.
In many cases, however, we have to rely on the best
theories we have to tell us what is possible. It will
never be possible for capitalism to serve the working
class. It will be possible to defeat it, however, because
the contradictions of the system continue to grow, and
can only be resolved by destroying it.
Adding to practical experience and correct theories,
however, there is another crucial way to find out whether something is possible—by trying to make it happen! Trying to make something actual is sometimes
the only way to know for sure what can be done now.
You have to take a risk. This important idea is the
basis of the slogan we should take over from the revolution in China: “Dare to struggle, dare to win!”
Join ICWP and make your contribution to the struggle
to win communism.

2011 summer project:
icwp’s red summer
bring red Flag’s communist ideas
to industrial workers, Farmworkers
and soldiers
in seattle, delano and los angeles

